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Good

luck!

Find a fellow adventurer to help you with the activity or take
part with you. Adventurers can be children or adults.

Choose somewhere to spin a web of tinsel either inside your
home, or out in the garden. Inspect the space to make sure
it’s safe - that means no sharp edges, objects you could fall
on, breakable items, hot fires or any other general hazards.

Collect together building materials for your web. You could
use wool, rope, string, masking tape, toilet roll, ribbons, etc.,
but we suggest some tinsel carefully taken off the tree! 

Then, weave your web! Make it close to the ground, so it’s
no higher than your hip, but it isn’t touching the floor. Make
the holes wider than the tallest person’s shoulders. And the
more holes you can make, the longer the fun will last!

Only one person may (successfully) climb
through each hole, after which it will be closed.

Nothing must touch the tinsel web. If someone or something
touches the tinsel web, the hole will be marked down as having
1 touch. After a hole is touched 3 times, it will be closed.
If the tinsel web gets touched, the person climbing through must
return to the start for a new attempt (at that hole or another).

The rules are as follows...
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Tinsel Tangle!Tinsel Tangle!Tinsel Tangle!
Your aim is to climb through the web

without rustling the tinsel! How many different holes
can you and your fellow adventurers climb through?
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If you want a
harder challenge,time your first attempt,then see if you can be
quicker next time



Share
your photos and
tag @thornbridgeout

Carefully pop

the tinsel back on

your Christmas

tree!

Look out for a new

activity tomorrow!

When you've
finished, remember

to wash your
hands!

When you aren't
climbing you can

physically assist bylending a hand, and youcan offer advice too


